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(57) Abstract: A process for manufacturing a beverage
preparation machine comprises the following steps: (I)
providing a group of components a) to f) that include: a) a
brewing unit (500) for receiving an ingredient of said bev
erage and for guiding an incoming flow of liquid through
said ingredient to a beverage outlet (510); b) an in-line
heater (600) for heating said flow of liquid to be supplied
to the brewing unit; c) pump (800) for pumping said liquid
through said in-line heater; d) one or more fluid connect
ing members (5,200) for guiding said liquid from a source
of liquid, such as a tank of liquid, to the beverage outlet; e)
an electric control unit (2) for receiving instructions from a
user via an interface (2a,2b) and for controlling the in-line
heater and the pump; and f) one or more electric sensors
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unit; (II) connecting components a) to f) for assembling
said beverage machine. The connecting of components a)
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ules (500,600,2;5,800;2,800;200,600;200,800), each mod
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MODULAR ASSEMBLY OF A BEVERAGE

PREPARATION MACHINE

Field of the Invention

The present invention concerns a manufacturing

process for assembling a beverage preparation machine and

a machine made of parts suitable to be assembled by such

a manufacturing process.

For the purpose of the present description, a

"beverage" is meant to include any liquid food, such as

tea, coffee, hot or cold chocolate, milk, soup, baby food,

etc...

Background Art

Beverage preparation machines have been known for a

number of years. For example, U S 5,943,472 discloses a

water circulation system between a water reservoir and a

hot water or vapour distribution chamber of an espresso

machine. The circulation system includes a valve,

metallic heating tube and pump that are connected

together and to the reservoir via different silicone

hoses, which are joined using clamping collars. Suitable

pumps for beverage machines are for instance disclosed in

U S 2,715,868, 5,392,694, 5,992,298 and 6,554,588.

EP 1 646 305 discloses a beverage preparation

machine with a heating device that heats circulating

water which is then supplied to the inlet of a brewing

unit. The brewing unit is arranged to pass heated water

to a capsule containing a beverage ingredient for its

brewing. The brewing unit has a chamber delimited by a

first part and a second part movable relative to the

first part and a guide for positioning a capsule in an

intermediate position between the first and second parts

before moving the first and second parts together from an

open to a closed configuration of the brewing unit.



In-line heaters for heating circulating liquid, in

particular water, are also well known and are for example

disclosed in CH 593 044, DE 103 22 034, DE 197 32 414, DE

197 37 694, EP 0 485 211, EP 1 646 305, FR 2 799 630, US

4,242,568, US 4,595,131, US 5,019,690, US 5,392,694, US

5,943,472, US 6,393,967, US 6,889,598, US 7,286,752, WO

01/54551 and WO 2004/006742.

More particularly, CH 593 044 and US 4,242,568

disclose a coffee machine with an inline thermoblock

heater having a metal mass with a resistive heating cable

cast in the mass and with a duct for the circulation of

water to be heated.

EP 0 485 211 discloses a heater for a water heater,

shower, washing machine, dishwasher or kettle. The heater

includes a vessel for heating liquid, and an electric

heating element which is arranged to heat a portion of

the vessel. The heating element incorporates a thick-film

resistive heating circuit with a thermal fuse included in

the thick-film. The document further discloses a triac-

type power regulator mounted directly on the heating

element that acts as a heat sinker for this triac. Also

disclosed is the presence of a thermistor, a temperature

sensor, formed on the thick film, a thermal fuse, a flow

control valve to continuously adjust the flow rate

through the heater, a flow control and a temperature

control. These electrical components are connected to a

control unit that can be remote or formed as part of the

dielectric layer of the thick film at a location close to

the inlet pipe where the heater' s metal substrate is kept

cool by incoming cold water. Similar ideas are disclosed

in DE 103 22 034, DE 197 32 414 and DE 197 37 694. In

line tubular heaters for beverage preparation devices are

disclosed in WO 01/54551, WO 2004/006742 and US 7,286,752.

US 6,889,598 discloses a beverage device containing

a liquid and having an operating apparatus for heating,

cooling, agitating, whipping, pumping or frothing the

liquid or grinding an ingredient, the operating apparatus

being powered via an electronic switch such as a triac

that is cooled by being in heat passing relationship with

the liquid so as to evacuate the heat produced by the



switch to the liquid, in particular via the bottom of a

liquid heating tank made of steel or aluminium, and

optionally with a radiator.

Moreover, US 5,019,690 discloses a boiling water

dispenser that has a resistive heater powered via a triac

switch connected via cables to a control module and

mounted on the bottom of the dispenser' s water reservoir

to evacuate heat generated at the triac switch via the

water .

US 4,595,131 discloses a beverage preparation

machine with a water heating reservoir that is

electrically connected to a printed circuit board (PCB)

via a series of cables leading to a thermostatically

controlled heater and a thermistor probe in the reservoir.

EP 1 610 596 discloses a heat evacuation system for a PCB

that includes layers of thermally highly conductive

material extending to a thermally conductive bar located

at and along an edge of the PCB for dissipation of heat

generated by the PCB.

FR 2 799 630 discloses an espresso machine having a

cold water reservoir connected to a brewing unit via a

pump and a thermoblock. The thermoblock includes a

temperature sensor and an electric heater. The

temperature sensor and the heater are connected to a PCB

with a controller, electric power being passed to the

heater via a triac located on the PCB and controlled by

the controller.

US 5,943,472 discloses a water circulation system

between a water reservoir and a hot water or vapor

distribution chamber of an espresso machine. The

circulation system includes a valve, metallic heating

tube and pump that are connected together and to the

reservoir via different silicone hoses, which are joined

using clamping collars.

A drawback in the prior art systems resides in their

manufacturing complexity that requires significant manual

intervention and results in increased costs. Since the

proposed systems comprise a large number of stand alone

parts, they requires a large number of assembly steps to



fabricate and service the device. The assembly of silicon

hoses and clamps, as well as free flexible, non-resilient

electric cables and wires also require human intervention

during assembly of the machine. As a result, the

manufacture and service of such devices are complex and

costly. Moreover, such prior art assembled machines lack

integration and result in rather voluminous constructions.

Summary of the Invention

A preferred object of the present invention is to

simplify and improve the incorporation of the

constitutive components of a liquid food or beverage

preparation machine to facilitate and permit an increased

automation of the assembly of the machine, reduce the

manufacturing operations and costs, and increase the

reliability of the machine and reduce its overall size.

This object is in particular achieved by providing a

process for manufacturing a beverage preparation machine

comprising the steps of:

- providing a group of components a ) to f ) that include:

a ) a brewing unit for receiving an ingredient of this

beverage, in particular a pre-portioned ingredient

supplied within a capsule or a pod, and for

guiding an incoming flow of liquid, such as water,

through said ingredient to a beverage outlet;

b ) an in-line heater, such as a thermoblock, for

heating this flow of liquid to be supplied to the

brewing unit;

c ) a pump for pumping this liquid through the in-line

heater;

d ) one or more fluid connecting members for guiding

this liquid from a source of liquid, such as a

tank of liquid, to the beverage outlet;

e ) an electric control unit, in particular comprising

a printed circuit board (PCB) , for receiving

instructions from a user via an interface and for

controlling the in-line heater and the pump; and

f ) one or more electric sensors for sensing at least

one operational characteristic selected from



characteristics of the brewing unit, the in-line

heater, the pump, a liquid reservoir, an

ingredient collector, a flow of this liquid, a

pressure of this liquid and a temperature of this

liquid, and for communicating such

characteristic (s) to the control unit;

- connecting components a ) to f ) for assembling this

beverage machine.

The heater may be a thermoblock or an on demand

heater (ODH) , for instance an ODH type disclosed in EP 1

253 844, EP 1 380 243 and EP 1 809 151.

Thermoblocks are typically in-line heaters through

which a liquid is circulated for heating. They comprise a

heating chamber, such as one or more ducts, in particular

made of steel, extending through a (massive) mass of

metal, e.g. made of aluminium, iron and/or another metal

or an alloy, that has a high thermal capacity for

accumulating heat energy and a high thermal conductivity

for the transfer the required amount of the accumulated

heat to liquid circulating therethrough whenever needed.

Instead of a distinct duct, the thermoblock' s duct may by

a through passage that is machined or otherwise formed in

the duct's body, e.g. formed during a casting step of the

thermoblock' s mass. When the thermoblock' s mass is made

of aluminium, it is preferred, for health considerations,

to provide a separate duct, for example of steel, to

avoid contact between circulating liquid and aluminium.

The block' s mass can be made of one or several assembled

parts around the duct. Thermoblocks usually include one

or more resistive heating elements, for instance discrete

or integrated resistors, that convert electrical energy

into heating energy. Such resistive heating elements are

typically in or on the thermoblock' s mass at a distance

of more than 1 mm, in particular 2 to 50 mm or 5 to 30 mm,

from the duct. The heat is supplied to the thermoblock' s

mass and via the mass to the circulating liquid. The

heating elements may be cast or housed into the metal

mass or fixed against the surface of the metal mass. The

duct (s) may have a helicoidal or another arrangement

along the thermoblock to maximise its/their length and

heat transfer through the block. An example of such a

heater is disclosed in greater details in PCT/EP08/063128 .



The heater, in particular a thermoblock or an ODH,

has a heating chamber in the metal mass that is usually

elongated, e.g. forms a duct, along a direction of flow

of liquid through the mass. The heating chamber may

comprise an upper flow portion followed by a down-coming

flow portion, for example portions of a generally helical

duct which extend helically along a horizontal or non-

vertical inclined axis. Such upper flow and down-coming

flow portions may have a narrowed cross-section for

promoting an increased velocity of liquid therealong to

inhibit an accumulation of bubbles in such an upper flow

portion by pushing them down the down-coming flow portion

by the flow of liquid with increased velocity. In this

configuration, the elongated chamber is arranged so that

the size of its cross-section changes along the chamber,

to increase the flow velocity in areas, usually upper

areas, which might otherwise serve to capture bubbles, in

particular vapour bubbles. The increased liquid velocity

in these areas "washes" the bubbles down and away from

these areas with the fast flow of liquid in these areas.

To avoid overheating in such areas with reduced cross-

section, the heating power may be reduced on the

corresponding parts of the heater, for instance, by

adjusting the resistive means on these parts. Examples of

such heaters and ducts are disclosed in PCT/EP08/063092 .

According to the invention, the step of connecting

components a ) to f ) comprises pre-assembling at least two

or three modules. Each module is fully automatically

assembled from at least two components of the above

components a ) to f). The components of the fully

automatically preassembled modules are so configured to

be automatically seizable, orientable, positionable and

fully connectable to each other in one or more automatic

assembly steps, in particular by one or more assembly

devices such as robots and/or automates, typically robots

and automates that have two to six or three to five

degrees of freedom.

By providing such components for a fully or

essentially automatic assembly, assembly is substantially

simplified and manual human intervention is no more

required to assemble these components. This reduces the

assembly costs and the reliability of the machine and



reduces the risks or failures and problems due to human

assembly errors since the assembly steps are simpler and

may be essentially or fully automated.

This means that the components that are

automatically assembled together should be provided with

spatial reference portions that can be oriented and

seized by an automatic assembly device, e.g. via a

vibrating bowl or other similar apparatus of the assembly

device, or should be supplied in pre-oriented and ordered

manner, for example in a storage band or in a ordered

supply cartridge, the latter comprising a spatial

reference portion for the automatic assembly device.

The components of a fully automatically preassembled

module may have inter-connectable rigid connecting parts

that are automatically orientable and positionable and

connectable during the automatic assembly step(s).

Providing components with rigid parts that may serve as

spatial references permits the automatic handling and

assembly by the automatic assembly device. The assembly

cinematic may in particular be programmed starting from

such rigid portions that serve as references.

The components of a fully automatically preassembled

module have inter-connectable connecting parts that are

automatically connectable during the automatic assembly

step(s) and that are selected from snap connectors,

clipping connectors, clamping connectors, plug and socket

connectors, bayonet connectors and screw connectors.

One of such modules can be a down-flow module that

comprises the in-line heater and the brewing unit, the

in-line heater and the brewing unit being optionally

inter-connected by a bayonet connector arrangement or

another connection arrangement.

Typically, the heater, e.g. thermoblock, has a metal

mass' inlet, outlet and heating chamber that form

together a rigid passage, in particular a rigid free-flow

passage, for guiding the liquid circulating through the

mass where it is heated.

The heater itself, e.g. thermoblock, may hold an

upstream part of the brewing unit, the upstream part

being formed by or rigidly anchored in the metal mass so



that the rigid passage, in particular the rigid free-flow

passage, of the metal mass extends into the brewing

chamber .

Furthermore, the brewing unit usually includes a

downstream part with a beverage outlet and cooperating

with an upstream part with the inlet of the brewing unit

to form the brewing chamber. The brewing unit's

downstream part and the upstream part may be movable

apart and movable together for the supply into the

brewing chamber and the evacuation from the brewing

chamber of a beverage ingredient. For instance, the

upstream part and the metal mass are fixed, the

downstream part being movable to and from the upstream

part. Alternatively, the upstream part and the metal mass

can be movable en bloc to and from the downstream part,

the downstream part being fixed or movable in said

machine. Such a brewing unit is for example disclosed in

PCT/EP08/060463.

One of these modules may be a control module

comprising the electric control unit and the electric

sensor (s) for sensing the operational characteristic (s) ,

the electric sensors having rigid connectors, in

particular rigid connection pins cooperating with

corresponding sockets, automatically connectable onto the

electric control unit, the rigid connectors extending

from the electric sensors to the control unit. Rigidly

mounting the body of such sensors directly onto the PCB

instead of remote connection, in particular via flexible

non-resilient cables or wires, allows full automatic

assembly thereof and reduces the risks of failures due to

connection weaknesses. It follows that the location of

sensing the operational characteristics of the machine

should be close to the control unit. The internal

arrangement of the machine, e.g. the fluid circuit, the

heater, the pump, etc... should hence be configured

accordingly with their sensed locations in the vicinity

of the control unit. Examples of such control units are

disclosed in PCT/EP08/063128 .

Hence, to reduce the number of assembly operations,

in particular human interventions during the



manufacturing process, the number of flexible non-

resilient, deformable, electric cable connections are

reduced. In particular, the electric components can be

rigidly connected to control unit, in particular a PCB

thereof, for instance via rigid connector pins or blades

or rigid plug and socket members. Possibly, the electric

components are present in the form of integrated

components on a PCB that can be mechanically secured to

the heater, e.g. thermoblock, so as to bring these

electric components into contact with the heater' s metal

mass. In such a way, the electric components, in

particular those which come into contact with the liquid

circulation system such as the heating resistor (s), can

be mounted automatically on the PCB, and then the PCB

with its electric components is assembled (for instance

clipped or glued) automatically onto the liquid

circulation system without largely avoiding flexible non-

resilient, deformable electric connectors (e.g. cables or

wires) between the PCB and the liquid circulation system.

It is also possible to assemble by welding the electric

components to the PCB. Moreover, it is possible to

provide some of these electric components as integrated

components in the PCB, and applied directly against the

surface of the heater's metal mass.

One of these sensors may be part of a fuse device.

Such a device may have an actuator which comprises a

thermo-mechanical component that is in thermal

communication with the heater and that mechanically

actuates the user switch to open the electric supply

circuit when the heater exceeds the temperature limit.

The thermo mechanical component comprises in particular a

shape memory element or a bimetal element. The fuse

device can include a safety electric temperature sensor

in thermal communication with the heater and an

electromechanical actuator that actuates the user switch

to open the electric supply circuit when the safety

sensor is exposed to a temperature generated by the

heater which exceeds the temperature limit. At least part

of the fuse device, in particular the actuator,

electromechanical or thermo-mechanical actuator, the user

switch and/or, when present, the safety sensor, may be

rigidly connected to the control unit's PCB, optionally



on a part that is electrically insulated from an ordinary

control unit of the machine, e.g. a unit for controlling

the usual operations of the machine such as beverage or

liquid food dispensing, self-cleaning, user-interface,

etc... Hence, assembly and integration and safety of the

fuse device into the liquid food and beverage machine is

improved. Examples of such a fuse device are disclosed in

PCT/EP08/063128.

In one embodiment, such an electric component is

secured in a cavity of the heater's metal mass.

Optionally, the component is secured in the cavity by

means of a biased spring element in the cavity or the

cavity forms a socket for a plug comprising the component

or vice versa. Electric components may also be glued into

or onto the metal mass, or attached by any other suitable

means together with the metal mass, e.g. screwing, force

fitting, etc...

Such electric component may include a power

component, such as a resistor heater and/or a power

switch, which is rigidly connected via a rigid electric

power pin and a rigid power connector that has a socket

for receiving the rigid electric pin. The rigid connector

can be resilient, in particular made of one or more

spring blades, to allow small displacements of the socket

for self-positioning the socket around the pin and to

secure electric contact between the pin and the connector.

In one embodiment, the control module has a housing

for enclosing the control unit, the electric sensor (s)

with the rigid connectors being allowed to extend from

the control unit through the housing. The housing may be

used to shield the control unit from liquids or vapours,

dust or other residues present in the machine.

Furthermore, the housing should be so configured to allow

the passage of the sensors, e.g. by corresponding through

openings or by providing a connection system, for rigid

connection from the sensor to the control unit. The

housing of the control unit may be thermally and

electrically insulating, such as a plastic housing, and

mechanically connected to the heater, in particular via

snaps or screws.



The control unit typically comprises a PCB that may

have a portion bearing a sensor of a flow meter, in

particular a hall sensor. In such a case, the flow meter

can be rigidly mounted onto this PCB portion so that said

sensor is assembled with its PCB portion to the flow

meter. The control unit may in particular include a

housing with a through-opening through which the flow

meter extends from the PCB for connection within a fluid

circuit extending outside the housing.

Alternatively, This PCB portion with the flow meter

can be separated, such as torn off or broken away from

the remaining PCB, and optionally the separated portion

is mounted with the flow meter onto an outer face of the

housing of the control unit, when present, or elsewhere.

Upon separation of the PCB portion, the sensor may remain

connected to the PCB via a flexible cable resilient or

wire or another equivalent electric connection that is

pre-mounted during the production of the PCB itself.

Hence, such an electric connection of the sensors, which

would require human intervention during the assembly

process of the beverage machine, can be prepared during

the automatic assembly of the PCB. When the PCB is

produced, it is much easier to provide automatically a

flexible non-resilient cable or wire connections between

different pars of the PCB, in particular between a main

portion of the PCB, e.g. bearing a controller, and a flow

meter separable portion with the hall sensor. Handling

automatically the PCB and separable or separated portions

thereof during the assembly of the beverage machine is

much simpler than flexible non-resilient wires or cables

as such that have to be connected.

One of these modules can be an up-flow module that

comprises the pump and a fluid connecting member for

connecting the pump to the source of liquid. Optionally,

the fluid connecting member has a flexible intermediate

flow-through duct and a pair of connector ends that are

in particular automatically orientable and positionable

by means of a vibratory feeder such as a bowl feeder for

subsequent connection to the pump and positioning for

said source of liquid.

The manufacturing process may include the step of

preassembling automatically the above mentioned a down-



flow module and preassembling automatically the above

mentioned control module, followed by automatically

assembling the down-flow module and the control module,

in particular by snap-fit and/or screwing.

The down-flow module typically includes a

thermoblock with a metal mass that incorporates an inlet,

an outlet and a heating chamber extending therebetween,

the mass being arranged to accumulate heat and to supply

heat to the liquid; and an arrangement to receive one or

more electric components of the control unit that are

rigidly secured onto or into the thermoblock and that are

rigidly assembled or preassembled in the control unit for

controlling such thermoblock. Such electric components

may include sensors, thermal fuses and/or electric power

components, in particular temperature sensors, flow

meters, resistor heaters, ammeters and electric power

regulators. All such electric components may be rigid,

automatically spatially referenceable and automatically

connectable onto or into the control unit.

Moreover, the manufacturing process may include the

step of preassembling automatically the above mentioned

down-flow module and preassembling automatically the

above mentioned up-flow module, followed by automatically

assembling the down-flow module and the up-flow module

via a rigid fluid connecting member, in particular a

fluid connecting member having a rigid duct and

optionally end connectors with elastic sealing members.

The pump of the up-flow module may be connected to

the in-line heater of the down-flow module by a rigid

duct in particular a rigid tube member that can be

handled and assembled automatically therebetween. The

duct is preferably connected to the outlet of the pump by

means of a connector. Such connector may comprise an

elastic sealing member to resiliently connect the outlet

of the pump and thus the pump to the rigid duct. Hence,

the vibrations due to the operation of the pump are

dampened by this elastic sealing member and inhibited

from being transmitted to the heater. Accordingly,

transmission of the vibrations of the pump to other parts

within the housing of the device and in particular the

transmission of vibrations to the duct or tube member and

to other parts connected thereto can be largely prevented.



Moreover, the elastic sealing member should be arranged

to seal the connection between the liquid outlet of the

pump and the duct such that no liquid may leave the

connection. In addition, the elastic sealing member is

designed to enable a pivoting movement of the duct with

respect to the liquid outlet of the device to further

dampen the transmission of vibrations of the pump.

Examples of such pump connections are disclosed in EP

08157066.5.

The manufacturing process may include the step of

preassembling automatically the above mentioned control

module and preassembling automatically the above

mentioned up-flow module, followed by automatically

and/or manually assembling the down-flow module and the

up-flow module via a fluid connecting member, in

particular a fluid connecting member having a rigid duct

and optionally end connectors with elastic sealing

members .

As a pump of such a beverage machine tends to

vibrate during use as mentioned above, it is preferably

mounted with a dampener in the beverage machine to

prevent or reduce the transmission of vibrations from the

pump to the entire machine in particular to the user

accessible parts of the machine. Examples of such pump

dampeners are disclosed in EP 08157066.5.

Also, to inhibit transmission of such vibrations,

the pump is preferably electrically connected to the

control unit via an electric connection that does not

transmit such vibrations or significantly reduces them.

Hence, the pump may be connected to the control unit via

flexible cables or wires. However, to permit automatic

connection of the pump to the control unit, the same

system technique may be used as for connecting the sensor

of the flow meter to the PCB. Hence, the flexible cables

or wires may be pre-mounted with both ends on the unit's

PCB with one end on a detachable portion of the PCB, e.g.

a portion provided with electric connecting stripes,

forming a connector such as a plug for electrically

connecting and powering the pump. Alternatively, the

connection for the pump, e.g. flexible non-resilient wire

or cable, may also be incorporated and guided to the pump

in or against the pump dampener.



In one embodiment the manufacturing process includes

the steps of:

providing an open outer beverage housing, in

particular an open two-shell housing;

- automatically inter-connecting the automatically

preassembled modules;

- automatically mounting the inter-connected modules

into the open outer beverage housing; and

automatically closing the outer beverage housing

containing the mounted modules,

In a less preferred embodiment, it is also possible

to connect a couple of modules manually or partly

manually and partly automatically before closing the

outer beverage housing, for instance as described in

relation with the electric connection of the pump.

The invention also relates to a beverage preparation

machine manufactured by the above described process. The

components of such machine will have such a configuration

and structure to be fit for automatic assembly, and will

in particular avoid parts that are not spatially

referenceable and/or orientable by a fully automatic

assembly system for such beverage machines. In particular,

these components will not include flexible non-resilient

tubes, flexible non-resilient electric cables and wires

that have at least one free floating end to be connected

and/or that have no adequate reference structure that can

be handled by an automatic assembly system, such as an

automate or a robot.

Another aspect of the invention relates to a

beverage preparation machine, in particular as described

above. The machine comprises:

- a fluid circuit for guiding a liquid from a source of

liquid to a beverage outlet;

a control unit having a PCB; and

- a flow-meter located within the fluid circuit for

measuring a flow therein, the flow-meter having a

sensor, optionally a hall sensor, that is integral

with a portion of the PCB, in particular a separable

portion such as a portion that can be torn off or

broken away from the PCB.



A further aspect of the invention relates to a

beverage preparation machine, in particular as described

above. This machine includes:

- a brewing unit for receiving an ingredient of said

beverage and for guiding an incoming flow of liquid,

such as water, through said ingredient to a beverage

outlet; and

an in-line heater, such as a thermoblock, for heating

said flow of liquid to be supplied to the brewing

unit.

The brewing unit has an ingredient cage, in

particular a cage for a capsule containing such

ingredient, that is mechanically mounted onto and/or into

a front part of the heater by connectors that are

selected from snap connectors, clipping connectors,

clamping connectors, plug and socket connector, bayonet

connectors and screw connectors.

The capsule cage normally delimits a part of the

machine's brewing chamber arranged to contain the

beverage ingredient such as powder soup, ground coffee or

tea optionally in a capsule or a pod. The brewing chamber

may have an upstream part into which hot liquid is

injected for brewing the food or beverage ingredient

contained in the chamber and a downstream part leading

into an outlet for guiding the liquid food or beverage

produced by brewing. Suitable brewing chambers are for

example disclosed in EP 1 299 022.

A yet further aspect of the invention relates to a

beverage preparation machine, in particular of the above

type, that comprises: a brewing unit having an ingredient

cage for receiving an ingredient of such beverage and for

guiding an incoming flow of liquid, such as water,

through such ingredient along a generally horizontal

direction towards to a beverage outlet; and an in-line

heater, such as a thermoblock, having a mass with a duct

for guiding and heating this flow of liquid to be

supplied to the brewing unit. The ingredient cage is

mechanically mounted onto and/or into a front part of the

heater. The duct extends generally helicoidally in the

heater's mass along a direction that is parallel, in

particular coaxial, with the direction of flow of the



liquid in the ingredient cage and leads into the

ingredient cage along a direction that is coaxial with

the direction of flow of the liquid in the cage.

Typically, the brewing unit has a fixed rear part

including the ingredient cage and a front part movable

thereto between an open position for inserting and/or

removing said ingredient into and/or from the ingredient

cage and a closed position for brewing such ingredient in

the brewing unit, the front part moving in particular

telescopically in and out from an outermost housing of

such machine and/or coaxially with the direction of flow

of the liquid in the cage.

The beverage machine may have a control unit with a

PCB that extends adjacent the heater generally vertically,

and/or generally perpendicularly to the direction of flow

(527) of the liquid through the cage.

Generally speaking, by avoiding the use of non

referenced or free-floating flexible non-resilient,

deformable cables or wires or tubes, the number of

operations during the assembly process of a liquid food

and beverage preparation machine is reduced, in

particular the number of human interventions is reduced.

Hence, the manufacturing and assembly costs are

correspondingly reduced as well as the risks of failures

due to human error. By avoiding non-automatically

referenceable flexible non-resilient and deformable

components, automation of the assembly may be increased.

Moreover, by providing non-destructively disconnectable

electric, mechanic and fluid connections between the

components of the beverage preparation machine as

described above, servicing and repairing of the machine

is greatly facilitated.

Brief Description of the Drawings

The invention will now be described with reference

to the schematic drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 shows the interior of a beverage machine

during assembly according to the invention;



- Figure 2 shows an exploded view of down-flow module

and a control module;

- Figure 3a illustrates a pre-assembled down-flow module

for the manufacturing process of the invention, Fig.

3b showing this module in cross-section;

Figure 4 illustrates the assembly between the control

module and part of the down-flow module during the

manufacturing process of the invention;

- Figure 5 shows this control module for the

manufacturing process of the invention, an exploded

view of this module being shown in Fig. 6 ;

Figure 7 shows a flow-meter mounted onto the PCB of

such a control module;

Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the assembly of an

electronic component that is rigidly mounted on a PCB

and in the heater;

Figures 10 to 12 show the assembly of a sensor that is

rigidly mounted onto the PCB and the heater;

Figure 13 shows an electric power connection between a

power component and the PCB;

Figures 14a and 14b as well as Figures 15a and 15b

illustrate deflections according to first and second

directions of the power connection shown in Figure 13;

- Figures 16 and 16a show a pre-assembled up-flow module

for the manufacturing process of the invention; and

Figure 17a to 18b show the connection between a pre-

assembled up-flow module and a pre-assembled down-flow

module .

Detailed description

As explained above, an aspect of the invention

relates to a fully or largely automatic process for

manufacturing a beverage preparation machine and to a

machine configuration that permits such an automated

assembly process.

Figures 1 to 18b illustrate different parts and

assemblies of the beverage preparation machine during the



manufacturing process, with a particular emphasis on

features that make them suitable for automatic assembly.

Typically, this type of beverage preparation machine is

suitable to prepare coffee, tea and/or other hot

beverages including soups and like food preparations. The

pressure of the liquid circulated to the brewing chamber

may for instance reach about 10 to 20 atm.

Figure 1 generally provides an overall view of the

internal components that may be found in a beverage

preparation manufactured according to the invention. The

components are shown mounted in a housing 1000 in a

perspective view of the beverage preparation machine.

Housing 1000 delimits a cavity 1050 for receiving a used

capsule collector and a drip tray arrangement, for

instance of the type disclosed in EP 1 867 260. The rear

part of the machine is arranged to receive a water tank.

An outside view with the water tank, capsule collector

and drip tray collector of a machine of this kind is

shown in PCT/EP09/053139 .

For example, housing 1000 is formed of a two half-

shells, e.g. a general clamshell, one of which serves as

a receiving support for the assembly of the inner

components and modules of the beverage machine into

housing 1000. Hence, during assembly, all inner

components and modules may be placed and connected within

one half shell. Connection between the components and

between the modules may be made before and/or upon

assembly into the shell. When all inner components and

modules are in place and connected in the half shell,

housing 1000 is closed with the second half-shell, in

particular by clipping the second half shell against the

first one and/or by snap fit. The components and modules

are preferably secured within housing 1000 by clipping,

snap-fitting, clamping, squeezing or any other geometric

immobilisation of the components and modules within a

corresponding matching inner geometry of the housing 1000,

in particular walls and partitions of the housing. Hence,

no screws, rivets, glue, welding or other complicated

connections for mechanical assembly and/or hardly

disassemblable connections, are needed to secure the

inner components and modules within housing 1000. This

greatly simplifies the assembly as well as later possible



maintenance and/or servicing of the beverage preparation

machine .

The beverage preparation machine has a brewing unit

500 for receiving an ingredient of the beverage to be

prepared, in particular a pre-portioned ingredient

supplied within a capsule or a pod as known in the art.

Brewing unit 500 is configured for guiding an incoming

flow of liquid, such as water, through the ingredient, to

a beverage outlet 510.

Furthermore, the beverage preparation machine has an

in-line heater, such as a thermoblock 600 (shown in

greater details in Figs 2 to 4), for heating the flow of

liquid to be supplied to brewing unit 500. Liquid is

driven from a liquid source in the form of a reservoir

mounted on a fluid connector 700 through heater 600 via a

pump 800 which are all interconnected. Hence, the

beverage preparation machine has various connection

members, in particular tubes or other members with ducts

or channels 5 ' ,5 ' ',200, 505, for guiding the liquid from

reservoir 700 to beverage outlet 510.

For controlling the beverage preparation machine,

the machine includes an electric control unit 2 shielded

by a housing 3 that encloses a PCB 4 , for receiving

instructions from a user via an interface 2b and for

controlling in-line heater 600 and pump 800. Housing has

an opening 3c for accommodating a flow-meter 95 that is

directly assembled onto PCB 4 and connected into fluid

circuit 5 extending outside housing 3 .

The beverage preparation machine also has one or

more electric sensors 70,95 for sensing at least one

operational characteristic selected from characteristics

of brewing unit 500, in-line heater 600, liquid reservoir

700, an ingredient collector in cavity 1050, pump 800, a

flow of the liquid, a pressure of the liquid and a

temperature of the liquid, and for communicating such

characteristics to control unit 2 . Sensors are described

in greater details in relation with Figs 10 to 12.

Also shown in Figure 1 , a master switch 2a connected

to control unit 2 and an electric cord 2c for connection

to the mains.



Figure 2 illustrates a perspective view of a fully

automatically preassembled module of a control unit 2 and

various sensors 95, aligned with an exploded view of a

module that may be fully automatically pre-assembled and

that comprise a brewing unit 500 and a heater 600. The

latter are also fully automatically assembled to each

other as explained later. Figures 3a and 3b show these

various elements upon assembly.

Brewing unit 500 has a fixed rear part that includes

a capsule cage 520 delimiting a rear part of a brewing

chamber 525 and has a movable front part 540 that

delimits a front part of the brewing chamber. Front part

540 includes a pyramidal plate 541 for opening a capsule

under the rising pressure in brewing chamber 525 as known

in the art .

Heater 600 has a metal mass 1 with a peripheral part

containing a helicoidal duct 605 between an inlet 601 and

a central outlet 602 for circulating liquid. Inlet 601 is

connected to an outlet 820 of pump 800 via an

intermediate rigid tubular connection 200 that will be

discussed in greater details below.

Heating duct 605 may comprise an upper flow portion

followed by a down-coming flow portion, for example

portions of a generally helical duct which extends along

a horizontal or non-vertical inclined axis. Such upper

flow and down-coming flow portions may have a narrowed

cross-section for promoting an increased velocity of

water therealong to inhibit an accumulation of bubbles in

such upper flow portion by pushing them down the down-

coming flow portion by the flow of water with increased

velocity. In this configuration, the duct is arranged so

that the size of its cross-section changes along the

chamber, to increase the flow velocity in areas, usually

upper areas, which might otherwise serve to capture

bubbles, in particular vapour bubbles. The increased

liquid velocity in these areas "washes" all possible

bubbles away from these areas with the fast flow of

liquid in these areas. To avoid overheating in such areas

with reduced cross-section, the heating power may be

reduced on the corresponding parts of the heater, for

instance, by adjusting the resistive means on these parts.



This principle is explained in greater details in

PCT/EP08/063092.

In a variation, duct 605 has a reduced cross-section

along its entire length to provide a sufficient velocity

of the water flow for flushing possible vapour bubbles

formed therein during heating.

Moreover, mass 1 has a central cavity Ib for housing

a rear part of capsule cage 520 and a pair of integral

arms 610 extending at the front of mass 1 and holding a

pair of guide pins 620, each extending through an arm 610.

Capsule cage 520 is locked against mass 1 by a

bayonet connection formed of a pair of lateral locking

pins 521 on cage 520 that engage between inner

extremities of pins 620 and the front of metal mass 1

upon a clock-wise pivoting movement of the rear part of

cage 520 in cavity Ib. Cage 520 has an upper flange 522

that covers the upper front part of metal mass 1 upon

assembly of capsule cage 520 in cavity Ib. Moreover,

capsule cage 520 has an inlet 523 that is connected

within cavity Ib to the outlet of metal mass 1 via a

tubular rigid joining element 524. Rigid joining element

524 is associated with an 0-ring seal that is compressed

by the adjacent tubular elements 523, 602 under the axial

pressure of the bayonet closure so as to provide an

impervious assembly that resists the liquid supplied

under pressure by pump 800. Hence, rigid fluid passage

formed by duct 605 in metal mass 1 extends into brewing

chamber 525 via rigid element 524 and inlet 523.

Preassembled heater 600 and capsule cage 520 are

secured into front part 540 of brewing unit 500 via two

drive levers 545. Front part 540 has an open bottom (not

shown) for allowing the passage of an upright foot 530 of

capsule cage and has a pair of laterally elongated side

windows 551 for the passage of a connector 546 at one end

of lever 545. Inner side of connector 546 is pivotally

mounted inside front part 540 on heater's pin 620 and

fixedly assembled outside front part 540 in grooves 562

at extremities 561 of pivotable U-shaped handle 560. The

other end of lever 545 has a wheel 547, e.g. including a



ball bearing, that is arranged to move up and down in a

corresponding upright groove 552 inside front part 540.

Hence, when extremities 561 and connector 546 are

pivoted back and forth by an up and down action on handle

560, wheels 547 of levers 545 are moved up and down

grooves 552 pulling connectors 546 back and forth along

window 551, whereby rear part 520 and front part 540 of

brewing unit 500 are moved together and apart. When front

part 540 is spaced apart from rear part 520, a capsule

may be inserted via upper opening 542 inbetween parts

520,540 and then enclosed in capsule chamber 525 when

front part 540 is moved back against rear part 520.

During these opening and closing operations of brewing

unit 500, front part 540 will telescope in and out of

outer housing 1000. Insertion and removal of capsules

into capsule chamber 525 as well as construction details

of a similar brewing unit are explained in greater

details in co-pending application PCT/EP08/060463 .

Moreover, foot 530 of rear part 520 has a pair of

anchorage pins 531 that extend into housing 1000 of the

beverage machine so as to anchor rear par 520 with heater

600 and allow front part 540 to move within housing 1000

under the action of lever 560.

It will be immediately apparent to the skilled

person that the capsule cage 520, metal mass 1 , front

part 540, levers 545, handle 560, joining element 524 are

all rigid and may be handled without difficulties by an

automatic assembly system, e.g. a robot or an automate,

for full automatic assembly thereof.

As illustrated in greater details in Fig. 3b, heater

600 with metal mass 1 is placed in direct fluid

connection with capsule cage 520 via outlet 602 and

intermediate tube 524. Capsule cage 520 has typically the

form of a cup to enclose the capsule against front part

540 with pyramidal plate 541. Capsule cage 520 includes

one or more capsule openers, such as piercing blades 526,

for providing opening (s) for the injection of liquid into

the ingredient within the capsule held in capsule cage

525. Hence, brewing unit 500 comprises capsule opening

means, such as blades 526, located in brewing chamber 525

and arranged to open the capsule by penetration thereof

in a generally horizontal direction 527, in particular by



closing front part 540 along horizontal direction 527 and

thereby urging the capsule against the capsule opening

means in the closure movement. Brewing chamber 525 has a

liquid circulation flow that extends generally

horizontally along the brewing chamber from intermediate

tube 524 to front part 540, in particular to its

pyramidal plate 541.

Moreover, liquid circulates through metal mass 1

along a direction generally parallel to direction 527 of

flow in brewing chamber 525, in particular coaxially

thereto. More particularly, liquid is arranged to flow

through heater 600 via duct 605 that extends helicoidally

along a generally horizontal direction 527 that is

parallel, in particular coaxial, with the flow direction

through the capsule cage. Moreover, this direction will

be parallel to the telescoping movement of front part 540,

as described above.

Hence, brewing chamber 525 and heater 600 with metal

mass 1 are assembled, joined and aligned, geometrically,

mechanically and fluidically, which permits a significant

integration of the two components, saving of space, and

assembly simplification.

Furthermore, also shown in Fig. 3b, control unit 2

has a PCB 4 that extends adjacent heater 600 generally

vertically, and/or generally perpendicularly to the

general direction of flow 527 of the liquid through

capsule chamber 525 and metal mass 1 . This configuration

permits further integration of brewing unit 500, heater

600 and control unit 1 with PCB 4 in the beverage machine.

Furthermore, rear part of heater 600 is mounted onto

control unit 2 , in particular to its housing 3 , by a

connection element, in particular a screw-like element

630. As will be explained below, sensors and connectors

extend from control unit 1 into heater 600 in a rigid

manner so that the assembly of control unit 2 with heater

600 may be fully automatic.

A slight variation of thermoblock 600 and control

unit 2 is shown in Figs 4 to 6 in which the same numeric

references generally designate the same or similar

elements.



Control unit 2 is secured to a rear part of metal

mass 1 of heater 600 via snaps 3a of housing 3 that

cooperate with corresponding recesses Ia in the surface

of metal mass 1 when housing 3 is assembled to metal mass

1 in the direction of arrow 3 ' .

The two part housing 3 of control unit 2 encloses

PCB 4 on all sides, in particular in a substantially

impervious manner so as to protect board 4 against liquid

and vapours in the machine. The two parts of housing 3

may be assembled by screws 3b or any other appropriate

assembly means, such as rivets, gluing, welding, etc...

Control unit 2 is associated with a master switch 2a and

two control switches 2b that are connected via housing 3

to PCB 4 . It is of course possible to use more elaborated

user interfaces including screens or touch screens. PCB 4

includes power connectors 80 for supplying electric

heating power to metal mass 1 via power pins 11 extending

through corresponding openings in housing 3 , further

electrical connectors 4a for one or more further electric

devices in the liquid food or beverage preparation

machine, such as a user interface, pump, fan, valve,

liquid cooling element, etc... as required, and a connector

4b to the mains for the central electric power supply. To

avoid manual electric connection of pump 800 to control

unit 2 via free-floating flexible electric cables or

wires, it is possible to preassemble flexible non-

resilient cables onto PCB 4 that includes a separable

portion connected to the flexible cables or wires and

that forms a plug or socket for pump 800. Hence, during

the assembly, the separable portion of PCB 4 may be torn

or broken away and connected to pump 800 automatically.

Thermoblock 600 includes electric components, namely

a temperature sensor 70 connected to plug member 52,

thermal fuses 75, a power switch in the form of a triac

60 in a cavity, the opening of which is formed between

protruding walls 102, and a heating resistor (not shown)

with connector pins 11, that are rigidly secured into

metal mass 1 and rigidly connected to PCB 4 , as will b e

explained in greater details below in connection with

Figures 8 to 15b. Furthermore, PCB 4 is electrically

connected via a rigid connector or cable 91 to a hall



sensor 90 of a flow meter that is located in the water

circuit of the beverage preparation machine, typically

between pump 800 and a water or other liquid source such

as a water or liquid reservoir, or between a pump and a

heating device, or within a heater.

Hence, such electric components may be preassembled

automatically either to the control unit or to the parts

of the beverage preparation machine with which they are

supposed to cooperate. Their rigidity as well as the

rigidity of the control unit and of the receiving machine

parts allow full automatic preassembly of these electric

components .

Moreover, PCB 4 may carry a micro-controller or

processor and possibly a quartz clock for controlling the

intensity of current passed to resistive heating element

based on the flow rate of the circulating liquid measured

with the flow meter and the temperature of the heated

water measured with the temperature sensor. To increase

the accuracy of the temperature control, one or more

temperature sensors may be incorporated into metal mass 1

and/or into brewing chamber 525 and/or upstream the metal

mass 1 or at its water inlet 601 or outlet 602. The

controller or processor also controls further functions

of the beverage preparation machine, such as pump 800, a

liquid level detector in a water supply reservoir (not

shown), a valve (not shown), user interface 2a, 2b, a

power management arrangement (not shown) , an automatic

beverage ingredient supplier such as an integrated coffee

grinder or an automatic supplier of ingredient capsules

or pods (not shown) , etc...

Figure 7 illustrates another embodiment according to

the invention of a flow meter 95 for a liquid food or

beverage preparation machine according to the invention.

Flow meter 95 includes a hall sensor 90' that is

incorporated onto PCB 4 as an integrated component of the

PCB 4 or as a discrete component rigidly mounted or

connected thereto, typically by welding. Flow meter 95 is

also integrated in the up-stream water circulation

circuit 5 and is connected to a water incoming pipe 5 '

and a water outgoing pipe 5 ' ' of circuit 5 and to PCB 4



via hall sensor 90'. Water pipes 5', 5'' may be flexible

non-resilient, e.g. made of silicon, or rigid to

facilitate automatic assembly. Flow meter 95 includes an

internal magnetic helix or rotor (not shown) through

which water is circulated. The water flow drives within

flow meter 95 the magnetic helix or rotor in rotation at

an angular speed that is proportional to the velocity of

the flow of water thereby causing a corresponding

rotation of the magnetic field generated by the magnetic

helix or rotor, which is detected by hall sensor 90' and

converted into a corresponding electric signal on PCB 4 .

This configuration of flow meter 95 corresponds to

the embodiment of the beverage preparation machine shown

in Figs 1 to 3b. As shown, flow meter 95 is secured

directly onto PCB 4 and extends through an opening at a

bottom of housing 3 of control unit 2 , so that inlet and

outlet of flow meter 95 are located outside control unit

2 and connectable to the machine's fluid circuit, in this

case between connector 700 for a liquid reservoir and

pump 800 .

By providing flow meter 95 with hall sensor 90'

directly on PCB 4 , the corresponding manufacturing steps

of the liquid food or beverage preparation machine do not

require human intervention. They involve less components,

in particular no separate connector link, such as an

electric cable, and thus reduce the production costs of

the assembly of the beverage preparation machine as well

as its reliability since fewer parts are involved and the

human factor is also reduced. Figs 4 and 5 illustrate a

less preferred configuration of a flow meter in which

sensor 90 is mounted on a separable portion of PCB 4 and

connected thereto via pre-connected cable 91. In this

case, cable 91 is mounted onto PCB 4 at manufacturing

thereof before the separable PCB portion of sensor 90 is

separated from the remaining PCB 4 .

During use, a liquid to be heated is circulated, for

instance by using a pump, via flow meter 95 and then

through inlet 601 of heater 600, through helicoidal

heating duct 605 and through outlet 602 of heater 600

into brewing chamber 525 for brewing the ingredient



contained therein. The controller on PCB 4 is arranged to

control triac 60 for adjusting the heating current passed

via power pins 11 to heating resistor in metal mass 1 ,

based on measures of the liquid flow by means of flow-

meter 95 and of the temperature of the heated liquid

measured by means of temperature sensor 70 connected to

plug member 52 .

Figures 8 and 9 , in which the same numeric

references designate the same elements, illustrate in

greater detail the rigid assembly of a discrete power

component in the form of a triac 60 to metal mass 1 of

heater 600 and to a PCB 4 according to the invention.

Whereas Figure 8 shows the assembly in an exploded

perspective view, Figure 9 discloses the assembly in

cross-section.

Metal mass 1 , a part of which is shown in Figures 8

and 9 , has a recess 101 for receiving power component 60.

Recess 101, the opening of which is formed between

protruding walls 102, is associated with a spring element

103, for example in the shape of a spring leaf, assembled

to metal mass 1 , e.g. via a screw 104. Other spring and

assembly systems may of course be used, for example, the

spring leaf may be integral with metal mass 1 or welded

thereto so as to reduce the number of parts. Spring

element 103 urges power component 60 against walls 102 of

recess 101 in metal mass 1 when component 60 is inserted

into recess 101, to secure component 60 in mass 1 and

provide an optimal contact between mass 1 and

component 60.

Power component 60 has one or more rigid electric

connector pins 61, for instance three pins for the triac

shown in Figures 8 and 9 , which are rigidly connected to

PCB 4 . Furthermore, power component 60 is covered with an

optional cap 62, e.g. made of silicon, that may assist

fixation of the power component 60 in recess 101, as well

as an optional non conductive sleeve 63 around its

connector pins 61 which spaces the main body of power

component 60 from PCB 4 and protect pins 61 against the

environment. Moreover, cap 62 and sleeve 63 provide an

electric insulation around power component 60.



Hence, metal mass 1 serves as a heat sinker for

power component 60 by evacuating, via mass 1 and

optionally via the water circulating through mass 1 , heat

generated by the power component during use. For this

purpose, mass 1 is configured and made of a metal, such

as aluminium or steel, that allows optimal evacuation of

heat from the power component along the heat evacuation

path through mass 1 .

Power component 60 may be a switch or regulating

element, e.g. a triac as mentioned above, for adjusting

the required electric power that is supplied to the

resistive means, e.g. a heating resistor, for generating

the desired heat in metal mass 1 in order to heat the

circulating water to the appropriate temperature.

It will be apparent to the skilled person that the

rigid component 60 and connection parts to heater 600 and

PCB 4 make it fully suitable for full automatic assembly

thereof .

Figures 10 to 12, in which the same numeric

references designate the same elements, illustrate the

rigid assembly of a discrete electronic component 70 into

metal mass 1 and to a PCB 4 . This electronic component

may be a sensor such as a temperature sensor, a thermal

fuse or another similar component, such as an ammeter for

providing a feedback of the current passed through the

resistive heating means, e.g. heating resistor. For the

purpose of illustration, a thermal sensor 70 for the

control of heating electric current passed to the heating

resistor via pins 11 and adjustment of the heat generated

in metal mass 1 is disclosed. Thermal sensor 70 may for

example be located at inlet 601 or outlet 602 of metal

mass 1 or thereinbetween . Several thermal sensors may be

used to allow a more precise control of the heating of

the water passed via metal mass 1 .

Metal mass 1 of heater 600, a part or which is shown

in Figures 10 to 12, has a recess 111 for receiving the

electronic component 70. Recess 111 is formed between

protruding walls 112 and extends below the surface of

metal mass 1 .

- ZO Qo



Sensor 70 has a connector socket 71 through which a

sensor element 72 is joined to electric flat connectors

73 on the opposite side of socket 71. The sensor's

connection pins 73 are brought into contact with flat

connector pins 51, one of which is shown in Figure 11, of

PCB 4 . Pins 51 extend through a plug member 52 of board 4

into socket 71 for contacting the corresponding

connection pins 73 of sensor 70. When connector socket 71

is urged between walls 112 of body 1 , sensor element 72

is located in recess 111 of metal mass 1 . As shown in

Figure 5 , plug member 52 extends through housing 3 via a

corresponding opening. Alternatively, plug member 52 may

be integral with housing 3 and electrically connected to

PCB 4.

When sensor 70 is a temperature sensor, the electric

characteristics of sensor element 72 will depend on the

temperature in recess 111, which will be used for

evaluating the temperature of metal mass 1 at this

location and optionally also the temperature of water

circulating in metal mass 1 in an indirect evaluation

process .

Sensor element 72 may for instance be an NTC

(negative temperature coefficient) resistor or a PTC

(positive temperature coefficient) resistor.

Such a sensor configuration permits reliably

measuring the temperature in the corresponding location

of the heater, fast reaction (low inertia) and provides

an excellent and reliable electric contact system.

Sensor 70 may be preassembled into socket 71, for

instance made of thermoplastic material, and assembled

into metal mass 1 and to PCB 4 in a fully automatic

process. Sensor 70 may be glued into metal mass 1 using

for example an epoxy compound. The preassembled sensor 70

may then be connected by pressing the socket's flat

connectors 73 into connection slots of socket 71 in such

a way as to be connected to sensor element 72. PCB 4 is

then mounted with housing 3 onto socket 52 via plug 70

and connector pins 51. It is also possible to assemble

sensor 71 first onto PCB 4 and then mount heater 600



against control unit 2 with sensor 71 at the right

location on heater 600.

It follows that the assembly of thermoblock with

metal mass 1 and PCB 4 does not require handling any

flexible non-resilient part and thus the assembly can be

carried out automatically without the need of any human

intervention. Furthermore, the assembly of sensor 70

itself only requires low cost components. Hence, the

assembly of sensor 70 on metal mass 1 and its connection

to PCB 4 leads to significant cost savings.

Figure 13 is a perspective view in an xyz orthogonal

referential, as indicated by the corresponding arrows

associated with Figures 13 to 15b, of a self-positioning

rigid electric power connector 80 for connecting a

heating resistor to a PCB 4 and for carrying electric

heating current thereto or therefrom. Figures 14a and 14b

on the one hand, and Figures 15a and 15b on the other

hand, schematically show the self-positioning of power

connector 80 in the y direction and the x direction,

respectively.

Power connector 80 is typically metal-based, and may

in particular contain steel, aluminium and/or copper

alloys that provide sufficient electric conductivity,

mechanical resistance and resilience.

Power connector 80 extends between a pair of flat

feet 81 for connection to a PCB 4 . Each foot 81 is

connected to a bottom part of a flat generally upright

spring member 82. The upper parts of the upright spring

blades 82 are connected together via a transverse spring

member 83 that comprises a flat central horizontal part

84 inbetween a pair of inclined intermediate parts 85,85'.

Upright members 82, intermediate part 84 and inclined

parts 85,85' of transverse member 83 are in a general M

arrangement on the pair of feet 81. Transverse member 83

further includes a socket 86 with a through-passage for

securing therethrough an electric connector pin 11

extending from metal mass 1 .

In Figures 14a, 14b, 15a and 15b, in which the same

numeric references designate the same elements, a power

connector 80 is schematically shown assembled via a power



pin 11 to a heating resistor (not shown) in metal mass 1 .

Power pin 11 extends upright from the surface of metal

mass 1 and is secured in the through-passage of socket 86

of transverse member 83. To simplify the illustration,

housing 3 , as shown in Figures 4 to 6 , extending between

PCB 4 and metal mass 1 , is not shown in Figures 14a to

15b.

Feet 81 of power connector 80 are electrically

connected and secured onto PCB 4 , for instance by rivets

or welding 81' or any other suitable assembly means.

Metal mass 1 faces PCB 4 so that power pin 11 extends

through corresponding holes in housing 3 and through

board 4 via a through-opening 55 in board 4 to the other

side of board 4 and is then secured in through-passage 86

of power connector 80. Continuous electrical connection

between power pin 11 and transverse member 83 may be

achieved by force-fitting or welding pin 11 in through-

passage 86.

Power connector 80 allows for small positioning

displacements of through-passage 86 in the x direction

and y direction, with reference to the xyz referential

associated with Figs. 13 to 15b. Different directions of

displacements are provided by the different orientations,

in particular perpendicular orientations, of the

resilient spring blade members 82,83, which permit

displacements along corresponding directions.

Figures 14a and 14b, on the one hand, and Figures

15a and 15b, on the other hand, show a displacement of

the connector's socket 86 assembled to power pin 11 along

the y direction and the x direction respectively.

Displacement of socket 86 in the x and y directions is

achieved by a small flexion of upright spring blades 82

and a small flexion of inclined intermediate parts 85,85',

respectively .

Figures 14a and 15a show power pin 11 extending

right through the middle of through-opening 55, and

through the through-passage of socket 86 which all extend

along substantially the same axis. In this configuration,

power pin 11 is positioned in line with power connector

80 which is thus not subjected to any displacement

flexion stress in its upright spring blades 82 and

inclined intermediate parts 85,85'.



In contrast, Figures 14b and 15b show power pin 11

extending eccentrically through through-opening 55.

Through-passage of socket 86 aligned to power pin 11 is

equally eccentric with respect to through-opening 55. In

this case, PCB 4 is not perfectly aligned with power pin

11 of the heater and power connector 80 self-adapts the

position of its through-passage in socket 86 to match

precisely the position of pin 11 by flexion of its

upright spring blades 82 in the x direction, as shown in

Figure 15b, or by flexion of its transverse spring member

83 in the y direction, as shown in Figure 14b. In order

to facilitate insertion of power pin 11 into through-

passage of socket 86, the lower part 86' of socket 86 has

a generally funnel-like or frusto-conical shape that is

arranged to receive a generally conical upper end of

power pin 11 .

The displacement of socket 86 to adapt to the

position of power pin 11 may result from discrepancies,

e.g. manufacturing tolerances or different temperature-

related dilatation mechanisms, between the relative

positioning of a pair of power connectors 80 on PCB 4

with respect to the relative positioning of a

corresponding pair of power pins 11 on the metal mass.

Furthermore, the relative position of other electrical

components that are rigidly connected to the PCB and

fixed parts of the beverage preparation machine, in

particular the metal mass, for example temperature

sensors and power regulator or switches, e.g. like the

ones shown in Figures 5 to 9 , may induce displacements at

the level of the power connection.

During use, the passage of current from and back to

PCB 4 via first power connector 80, first power pin 11,

the heating resistor (not shown) in metal mass 1 , the

second power pin 11, the second power connector 80, is

controlled by a power switch or regulator, e.g. a triac

60, for instance as illustrated in Figures 8 and 9 .

Figures 14a and 14b also illustrate how an error of

relative positioning of feet 81 and inclined parts 85,85'

on PCB 4 is managed by power connector 80. As shown, feet

81 and thus inclined parts 85,85' are not perfectly

aligned in the x direction but slightly off-set one to

another. This off-set is however fully compensated by a



corresponding resilient deflection of transverse member

83 without causing excessive stress in PCB 4 or in power

connector 80. Likewise, if the spacing between the two

anchorage locations on PCB 4 for anchoring feet 81 are

greater or shorter than the spacing between feet 81 when

the power connector is in a relaxed state, then a

corresponding resilient deflection of members 82 can

absorb such a spacing difference without excessive or

detrimental stress in power connector 80 or PCB 4 .

Tests have shown that in the case of an M-shaped

power connector of the type shown in Figures 13 to 15b

having an overall width and height above the feet of

about 1.3 cm x 1 cm, made of bent blade-type conductive

metal spring portions that have a cross-section of about

3 mm x 0.2 mm or 0.3 mm, the positioning offset that can

be tolerated and compensated in all directions while

maintaining good electrical and mechanical contacts for

currents above 10 amps and temperatures around 8O 0C , may

be in the range of 3 to 8%, in particular about 5%, or

0.25 to 0.7 mm, typically around 0.4 mm.

Hence, with such power connectors allowing small

displacements in one or more directions of its connection

part 86 relative to its base 81 for connection to a PCB 4 ,

small position tolerances of preassembled or preformed

heating element connectors can be compensated and still

provide a good electrical contact performance under high

current and elevated temperature conditions.

Therefore, with such a power connector 80 that self-

positions its socket 86 on connector pins 11, it is

possible to provide a cableless precise and continuous

contact for high electrical currents, in particular

between a resistive heating means on a heater and the

power supply at PCB 4. The absence of flexible non-

resilient power cables increases the integration,

facilitates the manufacturing automation level of the

device and reduces its production costs as well as its

reliability by reducing the human factor.

Figures 16 and 16a, in which the same numeric

references generally designate the same or similar

elements, illustrate a pump 800 connected to connector

700 for a water reservoir. Fig. 16a is an enlarged view

in cross-section of the upstream pump connector.



Connector 700 for a water reservoir may be secured in

housing 1000 of the beverage preparation machine.

Vibrating pumps are an example of pumps that are

customarily used in beverage preparation machines.

Vibrating pumps provide a reliable form of pressure to

the circulated liquid. In particular, pump 800 drives

water from low pressure system to a higher pressure

needed, e.g. in a coffee machine for preparing espresso

coffee. To minimise transfer of vibrations of pump 800 to

other parts of the beverage preparation machine, pump 800

may be mounted on a spring 850, as indicated in Fig. 1 ,

or on a deformable resilient ring 860 having a foot 861,

as shown in Fig. 16, secured to bottom of housing 1000.

Examples of pump dampening arrangements are disclosed in

EP 08157066.5.

As can be seen in Fig. 16, a low pressure system 5

makes the link between the water tank connector 700, flow

meter 95 and pump connector 870 for pump 800.

Both the low pressure system and pump support 860

are made of rubber. The integration of the pump support

860 and the connectors 700,870 for the low pressure

system reduces the number of parts and simplifies the

assembly and therefore reduces costs.

Fig. 16 illustrates the water tank connector 700

connected to a tubing 5', 5'' of the low pressure water

circulation system. This tubing connects a water

reservoir (not shown) to pump 800. Downstream from

connector 700, flow meter 95 is located between tubular

sections 5', 5''. Flow meter 95 is connected, at an

intermediate portion of tubing 5', 5'' inbetween an

intermediate tubing outlet 5a' and inlet 5a' ' that are

integral with tubing 5', 5''.

In fact, tubing 5', 5'', tubing's tank connector 700,

intermediate outlet 5a' and inlet 5a'' of tubing 5', 5'',

pump support 860 and pump connector 870 form a single

component which makes it suitable to be handled

automatically by providing reference parts. Indeed,

despite a possible use of flexible non-resilient tubular

sections 5', 5'', e.g. made of silicon, the end portions

700, 870 and intermediate portions 5a' ,5a' ' may be

oriented and spatially referenced automatically, e.g. by



using a vibrating bowl, for full automatic handling and

assembly thereof within the beverage preparation machine.

The integration of these low-pressure tubing parts

and pump support member results in the reduction in the

number of stand alone parts of the beverage preparation

machine and therefore, this leads to the reduction of the

overall number of parts. The consequence is the

improvement of assembly for the beverage preparation

device and a cost reduction as well as an automatic

assembly process that does not require human intervention.

In addition, since the number of connectors is

decreased, a better compression of the system is achieved,

by eliminating the weak spots where leaks can occur. By

integrating the pump support 860, the space occupied by

the pump body is decreased for the same pump performance.

The disposition of the flow meter integrated between the

water tank connector and the pump is optional. For

instance, the flow meter may be provided downstream from

the pump before or after an in-line water heater.

Pump 800 can be a vibrating pump known in the field

of beverage preparation machines. Thereby, a piston is

movably mounted within a pump chamber (not shown) .

Preferably, a spring may be provided within the pump

chamber in order to exert a force on the piston. Moreover,

an electromagnetic solenoid can provided in the periphery

of the pump chamber in order to drive the piston. Hence,

an axial reciprocating movement of the piston within the

pump chamber is enabled due to activation by means of the

solenoid. The pump chamber is connected to a liquid inlet

810 and a liquid outlet 820 of pump 800. The piston

normally includes a bore which can be selectively closed

by a valve in order to pump liquid from liquid inlet 810

to liquid outlet 820 of pump 800 during the reciprocating

movement of the piston. Inlet 810 has an outer serrated

connection portion that is force-fitted into the outlet

of connector 870, e.g. made of silicon, so as to provide

a water-tight sealed connection between pump 800 and

fluid circuit 5 .

In a variation, pump support 860 includes electric

flexible connection means, such as wires. Thereby, the

electric connection means within support 860 may be

linked to a rigid electric connection linking control



unit 2 and pump support 860. Such a rigid connection may

can handled and assembled fully automatically.

Figures 17a and 17b show a perspective view of a

rigid fluid connection assembly 200. Assembly 200

includes a connector 209 for connecting the rigid duct of

pump outlet 820 with rigid tube members 208 towards

heater 600. On the pump side of the tubular connection,

connector 209 is preferably formed as an integral part of

outlet 820. A similar rigid tubular system may also be

provided upstream the pump (not shown) .

Each tube member 208 comprises a bore 208a for

guiding liquid within tube members 208. Bore 208a of each

tube member 208 is connected via a circular support 210a

to a corresponding tubular portion.

Circular support 210a has preferably a circular

opening of a diameter d2 which is wider than an outer

diameter dl of tube member 208. Circular support 210a is

thus designed for receiving a tube member 208.

As can be seen in Figure 18a, connector 209 further

comprises an elastic sealing member 210 which is mounted

at circular support 210a for tube member 208. Elastic

member 210 is preferably an O-ring or the like, suitable

for sealing the connector 209.

Moreover, connector 209 comprises fastening means

223 which interact with tube member 208 to be connected

to connector 209. Fastening means 223 is preferably a

locking ring or clip interacting with a preferably

circular groove 223b provided at a lateral surface of

tube member 208 to be connected to the connector 209.

Thereby, locking ring 223 is held within a recess 223a

provided at the connector 209. Hence, due to fastening

means 223, a stable connection between two tubular

members can be achieved as illustrated.

The connector further comprises a chamfered portion

210b which connects bore 208a and circular support 210a.

When a tube member 208 is connected to connector 209,

tube member 208 is supported within circular support 210a

only by means of elastic sealing member 210 and fasting

means 223. Thereby, chamfered portion 210b allows



pivoting movements of tube member 208 with respect to

connector 209.

As shown in Figure 18b, for the assembly of two

tubular members, elastic sealing member 210 is introduced

into the circular support 210a of connector 209. Then,

tube member 208 is introduced into circular support 210a.

The position of tube member 208 with respect to connector

209 is secured by fastening means 223 which are slid into

dedicated recess 223a. Fasting means 223 and chamfered

portion 210b of connector 209 are designed to enable a

pivoting movement of tube member 208 within connector 209.

Thereby, position of elastic sealing member 210 within

connector 209 is secured by fastening means 223.

Hence, vibrations exerted, for instance by pump 800

in operation, may be absorbed at this connection without

significant transmission through the fluid circuit.

Moreover, due to elastic sealing member 210 arranged

between the tubular members, inhibition of vibration

transmission is even further enhanced.

Moreover, by providing the described arrangement,

comprising a rigid tube member 208 instead of a flexible

non-resilient tube member connected to vibrating pump 800,

their assembly process of pump 800 and tube member 208

may be automated. Hence, human intervention during

assembly process can be prevented and thus, the assembly

costs of the device can be reduced. The same type of

rigid connection may also be provided upstream pump 800,

between pump 800 and connector 700.

To further inhibit vibration communication

downstream the pump to the beverage preparation machine,

in particular to heater 600, a similar connection is

provided between tube 208 and inlet 601 of heater 600.



CLAIMS

1 . A process for manufacturing a beverage preparation

machine comprising the steps of:

providing a group of components a ) to f ) comprising:

a ) a brewing unit (500) for receiving an ingredient

of said beverage, in particular a pre-portioned

ingredient supplied within a capsule or a pod, and

for guiding an incoming flow of liquid, such as

water, through said ingredient to a beverage

outlet (510);

b ) an in-line heater (600), such as a thermoblock,

for heating said flow of liquid to be supplied to

the brewing unit;

c ) a pump (800) for pumping said liquid through said

in-line heater;

d ) one or more fluid connecting members (5,200) for

guiding said liquid from a source of liquid, such

as a tank of liquid, to the beverage outlet;

e ) an electric control unit (2), in particular

comprising a printed circuit board (PCB) (4), for

receiving instructions from a user via an

interface (2a, 2b) and for controlling the in-line

heater and the pump; and

f ) one or more electric sensors (70,95) for sensing

at least one operational characteristic selected

from characteristics of the brewing unit, the in

line heater, the pump, a liquid reservoir, an

ingredient collector, a flow of said liquid, a

pressure of said liquid and a temperature of said

liquid, and for communicating said

characteristic (s) to the control unit;

- connecting components a ) to f ) for assembling said

beverage machine,

characterised in that the step of connecting components a )

to f ) comprises pre-assembling at least two or three

modules (500, 600, 2 ;5 ,800; 2 ,800; 200, 600; 200, 800) , each

module being fully automatically assembled from at least

two components of said components a ) to f), the

components of the fully automatically preassembled

modules being so configured to be automatically seizable,

orientable, positionable and fully connectable to each



other in one or more automatic assembly steps, in

particular by one or more assembly devices such as robots

and/or automates.

2 . The process of claim 1 , wherein the components of a

fully automatically preassembled module (500, 600, 2 ;5 ,800;

2 ,800;200, 600;200, 800) have inter-connectable rigid

connecting parts that are automatically orientable and

positionable and connectable during the automatic

assembly step(s).

3 . The process of claim 1 or 2 , wherein the components

of a fully automatically preassembled module (500,600,2;

5 ,800;2, 800;200, 600;200, 800) have inter-connectable

connecting parts that are automatically connectable

during the automatic assembly step(s) and that are

selected from snap connectors, clipping connectors

(Ia, 3a, 223), clamping connectors (103), plug and socket

connector (52,71), bayonet connectors (523,620) and screw

connectors (630).

4 . The process of any preceding claim, wherein one of

said modules is a down-flow module comprising the in-line

heater (600) and the brewing unit (500) .

5 . The process of claim 4 , wherein the in-line heater

and the brewing unit being inter-connected by a bayonet

connector (523,620).

6 . The process of any preceding claim, wherein one of

said modules is a control module comprising the electric

control unit (2) and the electric sensor (s) (70,95) for

sensing said operational characteristic (s) , said electric

sensors having rigid connectors (71), in particular rigid

connection pins cooperating with corresponding sockets

(52), automatically connectable onto the electric control

unit, the rigid connectors extending from the electric

sensors to the control unit.

7 . The process of claim 6 , wherein the control unit (2)

comprises a housing (3) for enclosing a PCB (4), the

electric sensor (s) (70,95) with the rigid connectors

(52,71) being allowed to extend from the control unit

through the housing.

8 . The process of claim 6 or 7 , wherein the control

unit (2) comprises a PCB (4) having a portion comprising



a sensor (90') of a flow meter (95), in particular a hall

sensor, the flow meter being rigidly mounted onto said

portion so that said sensor is assembled to the flow

meter,

9 . The process of claim 8 , wherein the control unit

comprises a housing (3) with a through-opening (3c)

through which the flow-meter extends from the PCB (4) for

connection within a fluid circuit (5) extending outside

the housing.

10. The process of any preceding claim, wherein one of

said modules is an up-flow module comprising the pump

(800) and a fluid connecting member (5,700) for

connecting the pump to said source of liquid, optionally

the fluid connecting member having a flexible

intermediate flow-through duct (5', 5'') and a pair of

connector ends that are in particular automatically

orientable and positionable by means of a vibratory

feeder such as a bowl feeder for subsequent connection to

the pump and positioning for said source of liquid.

11. The process of any preceding claim, which comprises

preassembling automatically a down-flow module (500,600)

as defined in claim 4 or 5 and preassembling

automatically a control module (2,70,95) as defined in

any one of claims 6 to 9 , followed by automatically

assembling the down-flow module and the control module,

in particular by snap-fit and/or screwing.

12. The process of any preceding claim, which comprises

preassembling automatically a down-flow module (500,600)

as defined in claim 4 or 5 and preassembling

automatically an up-flow module (5,700,800) as defined in

claim 10, followed by automatically assembling the down-

flow module and the up-flow module via a rigid fluid

connecting member (200).

13. The process of claim 12, wherein the fluid

connecting member (200) has a rigid duct (208) and end

connectors (210a) with elastic sealing members (210).

14. The process of any preceding claim, which comprises

preassembling automatically a control module (2,70,95) as

defined in any one of claims 6 to 9 and preassembling

automatically an up-flow module (5,700,800) as defined in

claim 10, followed by: automatically and/or manually



assembling the control module and the up-flow module via

an electric connector (4a) and/or via a flow-meter (95).

15. The process of claim 14, wherein said electric

connector (4a) comprises a detachable portion of the

control unit (2), such as a detachable portion of a PCB

(4), connected by a pre-assembled flexible electric

connection to the control unit.

16. The process of claim 14 or 15, wherein said flow

meter (95) is rigidly mounted: in the control unit (2);

or on a detachable portion of the control unit, such as a

detachable portion of a PCB, provided with a pre-

assembled flexible connection (91) to the control unit.

17. The process of any preceding claim, comprising the

steps of:

- providing an open outer beverage housing (1000), in

particular an open two-shell housing;

automatically inter-connecting the at least two or

three automatically preassembled modules (500,600,2;

5,800;2,800;200,600;200,800);

- automatically mounting the inter-connected modules

into the open outer beverage housing; and

automatically closing the outer beverage housing

containing the mounted modules,

and, optionally, further connecting two inter-connected

modules manually before closing the outer beverage

housing.

18. A beverage preparation machine manufactured by the

process of any preceding claim.

19. A beverage preparation machine, in particular as

defined in claim 18, comprising:

a fluid circuit (5,200,700) for guiding a liquid from

a source of liquid to a beverage outlet (510);

- a control unit (2) having a PCB (4);

a flow-meter (95) located within the fluid circuit

for measuring a flow therein, the flow-meter having a

sensor (90' ) , optionally a hall sensor, that is

integral with a portion of the PCB, in particular a

separable portion such as a portion that can be torn

off or broken away from the PCB.

20. A beverage preparation machine, in particular as

defined in claim 18 or 19, comprising:



- a brewing unit (500) for receiving an ingredient of

said beverage and for guiding an incoming flow of

liquid, such as water, through said ingredient to a

beverage outlet (510); and

- an in-line heater (600), such as a thermoblock, for

heating said flow of liquid to be supplied to the

brewing unit,

and wherein the brewing unit has an ingredient cage (520),

in particular a capsule cage, that is mechanically

mounted onto and/or into a front part of the heater by

connectors (521,610,620) that are selected from snap

connectors, clipping connectors, clamping connectors,

bayonet connectors and screw connectors.

21. A beverage preparation machine, in particular as

defined in claim 20, comprising:

- a brewing unit (500) having an ingredient cage (520)

for receiving an ingredient of said beverage and for

guiding an incoming flow of liquid, such as water,

through said ingredient along a generally horizontal

direction (527) towards to a beverage outlet (510);

and

an in-line heater (600), such as a thermoblock,

having a mass (1) with a duct (605) for guiding and

heating said flow of liquid to be supplied to the

brewing unit,

and wherein the ingredient cage (520) is mechanically

mounted onto and/or into a front part of the heater, and

wherein the duct extends generally helicoidally in said

mass along a direction that is parallel, in particular

coaxial, with the direction of flow of the liquid in the

ingredient cage and leads into the ingredient cage along

a direction that is coaxial with the direction of flow of

the liquid in the ingredient cage.

22. The machine of claim 21, wherein the brewing unit

(500) has a fixed rear part including the ingredient cage

(520) and a front part (540) movable thereto between an

open position for inserting and/or removing said

ingredient into and/or from the ingredient cage and a

closed position for brewing said ingredient in the

brewing unit, the front part moving in particular

telescopically in and out from an outermost housing (1000)



of such machine and/or coaxially with the direction of

flow (527) of the liquid in the ingredient cage.

23. The machine of claim 21 or 22, which further

comprises a control unit (1) with a PCB (4) that extends

adjacent the heater (600) generally vertically, and/or

generally perpendicularly to the direction of flow (527)

of said liquid through the ingredient cage (525) .
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A process for manufacturing a beverage preparation machine
and a beverage preparation machine manufactured by such a
process comprising the steps of providing a brewing unit, an

in-line heater, a pump, fluid connecting members and
electric sensors and characterised in that these components
are fully automatically assembled.
This feature solves the objectively determinated problem of
reducing the manufacture operations and costs.

2 . claim: 19

A beverage preparation machine comprising a fluid circuit, a
source of liquid, a control unit and a flow meter.
This feature solves the objectively determinated problem of
measuring the flow of liquid through the fluid circuit.
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A beverage preparation machine comprising a brewing unit and
an in-line heater, wherein the brewing unit has an

ingredient cage, that is mechanically mounted to a front
part of the heaters by a connector.
This feature solves the objectively determinated problem of
easily connecting an ingredient cage to a heater.
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